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Abstract- Efficient data collection is challenging task in 

distributed power generation network. Use of sophisticated 

remote metering data collection techniques using advanced 

communication channels is receiving significant attention 

recently. On the other hand intelligent agents are widely being 

used to develop autonomous applications and have emerged as an 

attractive approach in developing power system solutions. To 

collect data from remote generating units and relevant weather 

stations located in heterogeneous environment, we have 

developed an novel agent based model for efficient data collection 

The proposed model switches to appropriate and economical 

communication channel based upon availability to collect timely 

data from remote stations. This model has been applied to 

Pakistan WAPDA's generation network and has produced 

accurate and timely results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Electric power sector is mainly divided into power 
generation, transmission and distribution systems. Power 
generating units produce electric energy to fulfill the energy 
requirements of industrial sector as well as for domestic usage. 
Power generators are the backbone for a country's growth and 
development. They are located at remote sites and data 
acquisition from energy meters installed on them is a trivial 
task. Automation, flexibility, and robustness are major 
performance parameters of data collection systems. Real time 
data collection from meters installed on power generation sites 
is required to make timely power utilization decisions. Also in 
the regime of private power production, energy payments are 
dependent on energy generated in due course of time. 

Weather conditions determine the maximum generation 
capacity of generating units. Power producers declare their 
available capacity in advance, based upon forecasted 
temperature values; generation capacity of plant may change 
with change in temperature on generation site. Capacity 
payments and liquidated damages are subject to declared 
energy versus delivered energy for a time span say one hour. 
Energy generation data is collected through the energy meters 
installed on remote production sites. Manual reading has been 

the most widely used method of collecting readings from 
meters, which was highly unreliable and time consuming. 

Communication media provide easiness of transferring data 
among different devices connected to a network. Modem 
digital energy meters equipped with latest communication 
technologies are capable enough to transfer metering data over 
a network using different communication channels like PSTN, 
GSM/GPRS and Virtual Private Networks (VPN). Due to 
unavailability of network there may arise situations when data 
cannot be collected from meters. Meters can be switched to 
alternate channel in a situation when primary communication 
channel is not working. Metering data collection systems have 
to decide at run time to choose appropriate communication 
channel. 

Intelligent agents are designed to make intelligent decisions 
on behalf of users. We have developed an agent based solution 
that can collect metering data, monitor hardware devices, 
report problems and switch to a suitable alternative 
communication channel. Based on collected metering data, 
'Supervisory, Control and Data Acquisition' (SCADA) [4] 
authority of Pakistan W APDA can make decision about 
distribution of available power and can make payment or 
charge penalties depending on energy delivered. 

An intelligent system that can collect timely meter readings 
from remote power generators and weather stations, monitor its 
channels, configure and sort out the communications problems 
is presented in this paper. This multi-agent system can 
effectively solve such problems and monitors the underlying 
network. If there comes any communication problem, it would 
notify and would switch to other available communication 
medium(s). If all channels are working and are available this 
agent system would choose the most economical way to collect 
data from different meters. On the other hand this system has 
many worker threads to collect data in parallel from different 
sites. Number of worker agents is dependent on number of 
communication devices connected to host machine(s). 
Subsequently this metering and weather data is stored in 
NTDC's [19] centralized database systems. 

Beside data collection our agent based system can analyze 
data for abnormalities, data integration and provide assistance 
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in decision making. Hence it is an optimized, economical and 
efficient agent based data collection system designed to meet 
the requirements of Pakistan W APDA's distributed generation 
system. Intelligent agent oriented software applications are 
widely adopted in power engineering industry. Including power 
purchase, data collection, monitoring and power exchange such 
applications are discussed in [4 -13]. 

Rest of paper is divided into brief introduction of software 
agent methodology and their need in data collection, section 3 
discusses our approach with working model of agent based 
metering data collection system. Section 4 is highlighting agent 
building by Prometheus approach. This paper is concluded in 
section 5 by highlighting the importance of such system in 
diversified geographical areas. 

II. INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE AGENTS 

Software Agents [1, 2] are the subfield of Artificial 
Intelligence. In the simplest sense, an agent is merely a 
software (or hardware) entity that is situated in some 
environment and is able to autonomously react rationally to 
changes in the environment to meet its design objectives. It will 
monitor its environment, either physically through sensors or 
access to data from different sources. 

On behalf of user, software agents automate complex tasks; 
collaborate with other software agents to achieve user defined 
objectives. They are several characteristics software agents that 
make them different from classical software development 
approaches. Software agents are reactive because they reside in 
an environment and react timely to changes and take 
appropriate actions. Another agent specific attribute is their 
pro-activeness as they can reconfigure themselves according to 
environment changes. As shown in Fig.l. An agent resides in 
an environment, observers it and reacts against the changes 
occurring in his environment. This feature makes them fit for 
power engineering applications. Software agents are social 
because they can interact, co-operate, exchange data with other 
agents working for the same cause. This ability provides basis 
for their application in data collection and processing 
applications. Subsequently we can define our data collecting 
agents as; they execute autonomously, collect data, exchange 
data with other software agents and monitor the state of their 
environment. Such characteristics of flexibility, reactivity and 
autonomy set software agents are different from existing 
software and hardware systems [I]. 

When we create a cooperative system by combining two or 
more intelligent agents that can interact and collaborate each 
other and perform their objectives, we call it multi-agent 
system [3]. Software agent based intelligent and real time 
business applications is not a new trend but with the evolution 
of agent methodology they are becoming an immense and 
emergent requirement of real time decision making systems. 
During last decade agent technology is being adopted rapidly 
in business and industrial applications. Power industry has also 
adopted multi-agent systems in many ways like agent based 
control system are developed for power plants [5], in [6] a 
multi-agent system have been developed for transformer 
condition monitoring. Agent based centralized power system 
management and control systems are reported in [7, 8] where 
management and control functionality regarding network 

restoration, reconfirmation, generation dispatching and load 
management is achieved by distributed intelligent agents. 
Distributed supervisory control system for industrial flexible 
production systems has been reported in [9], agents integrated 
with Microsoft/ DCOM, PLC and CNC components provide a 
platform for distributed control and dynamic scheduling. In 
[10, II] simulation of complex power systems and energy 
markets is reported where suppliers, brokers, generators are all 
modeled as stockholders of energy market. Some other 
researchers have developed agent based applications for power 
system diagnostics [12], and automation [13]. 
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Figure 1. A Model-Based Reflex Agent 

III. INTELLIGENT AGENTS IN DATA COLLECTION 

Energy purchasing and distribution is very sensitive when 
high level decisions depend on availability of generated 
capacity. Also when third parties are involved in production 
and distribution of energy, then timely and accurate meter 
readings can only assure the right decisions of purchasing and 
distribution. Even difference of fractions in readings can 
generate conflicts between two parties. So reliability, fixing 
problems and making assure of availability of timely readings 
is required. In this scenario software agents are utilized to 
assure the 

I. Availability of accurate data and controlling the flow 
of data. 

2. Fault detection and taking alternative decisions. 

3. Notify user if some error has occurred. 

4. Runtime switching on available resources. 

5. Choosing more economical way of collection by 
saving time and resources. 

6. Analyze data for abnormalities and noise. 

7. Provide assistance in decision making. 

Hence replacing the traditional software methodology, the 
objective of this paper is to merge agents oriented software 
techniques with current software development technology to 
develop an automated, autonomous and isolated software agent 
system that can fulfill all above goals. 
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Here we have developed an agent based application that 
can collect data from remote power generators and weather 
stations. [t can dial then connect to remote modems. Query 
each energy meter connected with physical data bus of that 
modem, collect data from each meter, and store this data to a 
remote database. Also this application can configure these 
modems before establishing a connection. This can utilize and 
switch between different transmission lines including PSTN, 
GPRS/GSM and [P based networks based on availability and 
failure of some medium. It will identity the line breakage, 
failure in establishing connection or unavailability of a 
medium. As there is communication cost associated with each 
channel for connection establishment and data transfer, for that 
reason reducing the communication cost has been considered 
as a primary objective while designing this multi-agent system. 

The automatic meter reading (AMR) systems have become 
a necessity for most energy suppliers as deregulation, free 
customer choice and open market competition occur in the 
energy supply sector [14]. Utilities are deploying AMR 
systems in increasingly large numbers. In our agent analogy to 
these goals in our application, the overall system is being 
controlled by two types of agents; Manager Agent and Worker 
Agent. A manager agent will load list of all power generating 
units configured in the system and initiate worker agent for 
each power generator or weather station. Each worker agent on 
its behalf will communicate to remote modems by detecting 
available communication mediums using its local modem. 
Local modem will query to remote modem to collect data from 
each meter connected to its physical data bus. On successful 
data arrival it will inform manager agent. Manager agent will 
log this entry and save this received data to remote database 
server. Our agent based meter reading and data collection 
system would record metering in following manner; here role 
of agents, their conversation and roles are highlighted. These 
steps are also elaborated in a sequence in Fig.2. 

1. Load list of energy meters with their locations and list 
of available communication channels. 

2. Load available communication mediums connected to 
agent hosting machine (local modems). 

3. Invoke worker agents 

4. Allocate each worker agent a communication modem 
from the pool of available local modems 

5. Each worker agent will dial remote modem. 

6. Query for metering information from all connected 
meters to that remote modem using vendor specific 
protocols. 

7. Collects metering data and stores to remote 
centralized database. 

8. Report not responding channel(s) or successful data 
collected. 

9. Manager agent generates alerts or store metering data 
to centralized data center. 

I nvoke Agent 

Notify update 

Local 
DB 

If channel 
working 

no f no of tries 
>3 

Figure 2. Multi-Agent data collection process 

The architectural diagram of system is shown in Fig.3. 
Where energy meters are connected to physical data bus of 
communication modems, and modems can be accessed either 
through GSM/GPRS, PSTN or VPN channels. Data acquisition 
agent can dial each modem and collect metering information 
from meters linked to its bus. Manager agent monitors the 
available resources and is responsible for invoking worker 
agents and data integration. 

Figure 3. Architectural diagram of the system 
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IV. AGENT BUILDING BY PROMETHEUS METHODOLOGY 

The Prometheus design methodology [15] is an easy to 
understand Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) 
methodology [16]. It is closely aligned with the JACK agent 
programming language [17], and in fact was developed with 
the assistance of Agent-Oriented Software [18]. 

The decision to use Prometheus was largely based on the fact 
that the resulting system is to be implemented in JACK. It is 
intended to support software engineers and developers in both 
developing and documenting the various aspects of specifying 
and designing a system using an agent oriented approach. The 
three design phases in Prometheus, which are supported within 
the tool, are: 

1. System specification: in which actors are identified 
along with the interface in terms of actions and 
percepts, and roles with goals are defined. 

2. High level architectural design: here agent types, 
interaction protocols and overall structure of system is 
described. 

Detailed design: Internals of each agent in terms of their 
capabilities, events, plans and data flow is described. 

The FigA. below illustrates the overall system diagram 
generated by Prometheus Design Tool (PDT). Here agent 
types, their actions and data flow is shown. Agent Manager 
invokes data acquisition agents depending upon number of 
available communication channels. Upon initialization data 
acquisition agents establish connection to remote site, collect 
data and notity update. If some problem occurs while fetching 
metering data it generates an alert for appropriate action. 

I Data Arrival Alert > 
,..,.._----'L-___ ....... "----___ Reastablish Connection 

T ansmission Line Switch Alert 

Meter Readings Report Connection Success/Failure 

12�s....-A�g�e�nt�M�a�na�g�erj-___ � Power Generato, s Read,ngs 

Figure 4. System Overview Diagram generated by PDT 

Worker agent tries one channel at most three times then 
switches to other available channel to avoid stuck in loop. 

The energy metering data collected from remote site have 
been presented in table 1. Several values are received and 
recorded with time stamp including reactive KWH import, 
active KWH import, reactive KWH export and active KWH 
export of a power producer against temperature values obtained 
from weather station for plant site. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Practical implementation of this system has proven that 
agent based data collection is an optimized, economical and 
efficient data collection system designed to meet requirements 
of Pakistan WAPDA's distributed generation system. This 
system is implemented to collect metering data from 
distributed power generation and weather stations network to 
obtain real time power production figures and hence proved 
effective for the same purpose. 

This system is now being adopted for metering task at 
distribution network at grid level by distribution companies to 
keep record of energy transmitted, lost and distributed. This 
will also facilitate in monitoring and implementing load 
shedding schedule at feeder level, so that electricity supplied to 
a grid can be distributed in a transparent way to all feeders. 
Future extensions of this work will be to collect data from 
different authorities to facilitate accurate short term energy 
load forecasting in real time. Same system can be utilized for 
energy metering of industrial consumers located at 
geographically diverse sites. Once these proposed systems are 
implemented successfully they could be integrated towards a 
complete multi-agent based energy management system. 
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TABLE I. METERING DATA: SAMPLE COLLECTED BY AGENT BASED SYSTEM 

Meterjd Time ReactiveJmport (kwh) ActiveJmport (kwh) Reactive_export (kwh) Active_export (kwh) Temperature 
41506854 9/5/2010 6:00 3868 
41506854 9/5/2010 7:00 3861 
41506854 9/5/2010 8:00 2594 
41506854 9/5/2010 9:00 4626 
41506854 9/5/2010 10:00 3115 
41506854 9/5/2010 11:00 3927 
41506854 9/5/2010 12:00 0 
41506854 9/5/2010 13:00 1558 
41506854 9/5/2010 14:00 0 
41506854 9/5/2010 15:00 1663 
41506854 9/5/2010 16:00 3960 
41506854 9/5/2010 17:00 4640 
41506854 9/5/2010 18:00 7999 
41506854 9/5/2010 19:00 1333 
41506854 9/5/2010 20:00 0 
41506854 9/5/2010 21:00 0 
41506854 9/5/2010 22:00 3769 
41506854 9/5/2010 23:00 5234 
41506854 9/6/2010 0:00 6930 
41506854 9/6/2010 1:00 9702 
41506854 9/6/2010 2:00 11497 
41506854 9/6/2010 3:00 2013 
41506854 9/6/2010 4:00 1881 
41506854 9/6/2010 5:00 2264 
41506854 9/6/2010 6:00 2079 
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